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The 2004 enlargement changed the context of the EU decision-making, but 

the new arrivals had a limited impact on the process. The new actors were 

predominantly passive in their approach to EU policy making. If some of 

them were active – then they were active mainly negatively. The newer 

member states failed to deliver as actors – this is why, six years later, we 

still talk about the new member states. They are still new in the eyes of the 

older members, and the newer member states self-perception is the 

reflection of the Western approach. 

 

Early days in EU membership after May 1, 2004 were marked by the 

approach of the leaders across the region that there was a need to readjust 

to the changed political reality, but few – if any – knew how to do this. In 

result, there was a void in ‘Europe policies’ of most of the newer member 

countries. The passivity was altered only from time to time, when some of 

the countries tried to pursue a policy on their own. One example was the 

Lithuanian-Polish engagement in the Orange Revolution in Ukraine in fall 

2004, or the (failed) attempt by the Czech Republic to alter EU Cuba policy. 

In the process a number of vetoes were put on the EU table, most visibly the 

Polish veto on EU-Russia negotiations on a new post-PCA treaty.  

 

The Tale of Two Presidents: the Bizarre Coalition… and the Rest is 

Grey 

 

Out of the general passivity, one country stuck out, yet not fully in a positive 

way. Poland under the then new President (took office in Dec 2005) Lech 

Kaczyński and governments of Kazimierz Marcinkiewicz (2005-2006) and 

Jarosław Kaczyński (2006-2007) had a specifc EU policy. After having 
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worsened its relations with Germany and France and deteriorated relations 

with Russia (even if this process was reciprocal) to the extent when the EU-

Russia relations were put into limbo, Poland reviewed who its allies were. 

Czech Republic and Lithuania were identified as Poland’s most important 

allies in the EU.1 Yet, in the moment of truth – when Poland put a veto on 

opening of the negotiations with Russia of the new post-PCA treaty2 (in 

retaliation to the Russian embargo on Polish meat) – both allies failed to 

deliver. Polish veto stood and this was the beginning of a new European 

Union. First, France and Germany recognized the veto as legitimate almost 

immediately. Other countries revealed their own trade difficulties with 

Russia. During the German EU Presidency’s EU-Russia summit in Samara 

Chancellor Merkel defended the Polish interests in the spirit of European 

solidarity. 

 

There were two main conclusions from the ‘embargo for veto’ situation. 

First, other newer member states saw that one newer member country can 

defend its interests successfully. (Hence, Lithuanians also tried to veto talks 

with Russia later). Second, despite Poland’s success in finding EU’s 

solidarity, since 2007 it has been perceived as ‘awkward’ in the Union and 

considered non-predictable.  

 

During the same period, the Czech President Vaclav Klaus gained confidence 

and his remarks on the European integration and climate change became 

continent-wide known. In short, in 2006-7 a Polish-Czech ‘coalition of the 

odd ones’ has been established, mainly on two issues: energy/climate 

change negotiations and new treaty. Combination of Czech president’s 

criticism of the EU on both issues and Poland’s reluctance of them created an 

atmosphere, in which – rightly or wrongly – the Polish and Czech presidents 

were largely regarded in Western Europe and among many newer member 

states as unreliable and unpredictable.  

 

                                                 
1
 More on the Polish Foreign Policy in this period see: Krzysztof Bobiński, Polish Foreign Policy 2005-2007, 

Institute of Public Affairs, Warsaw, 2007, http://www.isp.org.pl/files/20057622980998926001192005247.pdf.  

2
 EU Observer, 23 Nov 2006, Polish veto derails EU-Russia summit agenda, http://euobserver.com/9/22942.  
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In the meantime, other countries were preoccupied mainly with other issues, 

such as economic situation or internal inertia. Four – in 2011 fifth – 

countries joined the Eurozone, all but three (Romania, Bulgaria and Cyprus) 

joined the Schengen zone. The catching-up effect was most spectacular in 

the three cases of the Baltic States and Slovakia. None of the 2004 entrants 

had major problems with Brussels, though all of them had their country 

specific situations (such as conflict over monuments in Estonia, the Nord 

Stream pipeline, or the Slovak governmental coalition and subsequent 

suspension of SMER in the PES). Lithuania’s denial to join the Eurozone was 

probably the biggest setback to any of the newer member states since 

accession. It clearly manifested lack of instruments and knowledge how to 

influence the Brussels decision making. 

 

Inside the Brussels Belt 

 

The EU enlargement meant formal extension of many EU structures. For 

example, the Council formations and its working groups now had to 

accommodate 27 groups of representatives instead of 15 before (increase of 

80%). The College of Commissioners also expanded from 20 to 25 (+25%; 

before 2004 five largest nations had two commissioners each). New 

bureaucrats from newer member states had to be employed in proportion to 

the country’s size. 27% members of the Parliament originated from the 

newly adhered 12 countries. There were legitimate fears that such a large 

enlargement of the Union institutions can result in chaos, or, in the worst 

case, collapse of the system. Those concerns have proved to be largely 

unfounded. Integration of new members in each of the institutions went 

relatively well, sometimes maybe even too easily.3 

 

                                                 
3
 More on the impact of EU enlargement on EU institutions in: Sara Hagemann and Julia De Clerck-Sachsee, Old 

Rules, New Game: Decision-Making in the Council of Ministers after the 2004 Enlargement, CEPS Special Report, 

Brussels 2007; Sebastian Kurpas, Caroline Groen and Piotr Maciej Kaczyński, European Commission after 

Enlargement: Does More Add Up to Less?, CEPS Special Report, Brussels 2008; and Julia De Clerck-Sachsee and 

Piotr Maciej Kaczyński, The European Parliament – More Powerful, Less Legitimate? An Outlook for the Seventh 

Legislature, CEPS Working Document No. 314/2009, Brussels 2009. 
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In the Council the new member states were largely passive. As one 

interlocutor said, “they remained silent on purpose” not to challenge the 

system. True or not, but it took years before successful coalitions of newer 

member states occurred or a major political initiative originating from the 

region was adopted by EU-27. Six years after enlargement in the 

Commission there are 12 commissioners from the newer member states and 

proportional amount of bureaucrats from the region. Yet, only 2.9% of all 

the Commission’s staffers of higher ranks (AD9 and higher) come from 

newer member states, while below there is about 50% coming from the 

region.4 In the European Parliament for five years the MEPs from CEE region 

were mainly sidelined in the political decision-making – with the exception of 

two Hungarian parties (Socialist and Conservative). Despite this, their 

legislative impact achieved corresponding levels by 2007. 5  

 

It is important to distinguish between the formal participation and the 

informal influence. In 2009, during the negotiations and consultations of new 

top jobs appointees (European Commission, European Council and European 

Parliament Presidents; High Representative for CFSP) only the strongest 

survived. It was the real political game in which all politcal stakeholders 

participated. The outcome was devastating for the newer member states: 

from among the top jobs one, the least important one, has been attributed 

to a newer member states citizen, and even this was not without a fight 

between the Polish and Italian Prime Ministers. Jerzy Buzek as the new 

President of the European Parliament is a major success for Poland, but it is 

an equal setback for the new member states as a region. For the pessimists 

the old system once again prevailed; for the optimists the change is 

incremental and full adaptation of political elites will take much longer than 

six years. 

 

Where We Are Now: Poland’s A Big Member State, the Rest Wakes 

Up (slowly) 

                                                 
4
 Own calculations on the basis of the European Commission Staff Figures, 

http://ec.europa.eu/civil_service/about/figures/index_en.htm [Accessed 9 February 2010] 

5
 Julia De Clerck-Sachsee and Piotr Maciej Kaczyński, The European Parliament – More Powerful, Less 

Legitimate? An Outlook for the Seventh Legislature, CEPS Working Document No. 314/2009, Brussels 2009. 
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The current period started when the government in Poland was changed 

after elections in the fall of 2007. The Donald Tusk cabinet tried to re-write 

the foreign and European policies of its predecessors, and to large extent the 

process has been successful. Its first objective was to get rid of the 

‘unpredictable’ label in European affairs. In the process of building a 

constructive and open Europe policy, the use of the veto has been 

eradicated and only in strategic cases (climate negotiations) there was a 

threat of using one. By 2010 Poland is largely perceived as a difficult 

partner, but able to win its arguments in a reasonable manner.   

 

Poland also made a choice of its own role in the EU. Ever since the accession 

period, there was a domestic debate if Poland was a small or big country in 

the EU, or – what does it mean to be middle-sized state? A strategic choice 

has been made: it is a big member state, but the weakest of the big states. 

Poles try to compensate its weaknesses with two elements. First, there are 

excellent policy preparations and negotiations, yet only on the most 

sensitive topics such as energy security, climate change and Eastern policy 

(and not all dossiers). Second, they build coalitions of the willing with like-

minded partners. This was the case during the climate/energy package 

negotiations in 2008 and climate debate in 2009 (coalition of most of the 

newer member states), establishment of the Eastern Partnership (coalition 

of the Visegrad, Baltic and Nordic countries), or in reaction to the economic 

and financial crisis (i.e. to differentiate that not all post-communist countries 

are nearly bankrupt). Also strategic partnerships have been re-thought. 

Relations with Germany for Poland are crucial; for the first time, in 2009 the 

German partners have recognized that for them relations with Poland are of 

the same importance as with France. However high position of Poland in the 

EU it needs to be still remembered that the Polish leverage on other newer 

member states is limited. 

 

At the same time, the Czech Republic seems to be pre-concerned with 

domestic problems. Its EU rotating presidency has been largely criticized 

leaving the country with limited credibility in EU affairs. A new opening is 

possible after the upcoming elections, as only the domestic political class can 

overcome the internal political crisis or passivity in European affairs.  
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Other newer member states started to learn how to play the game. The 

Slovenian Presidency was still an example of a small country facing a major 

logistical challenge; still the Slovenians managed the task well, though with 

limited political impact. It remains only to be seen if Slovenians stick to their 

European credentials in a referendum on Croatia’s EU accession. The 

Bulgarian direct engagement in addressing the corruption problems with the 

European Commission still puts this country as a passive recipient of policies 

designed in Brussels – but this country has one of the best organized 

networks in the EU capital. It seems that the Bulgarians in a few years could 

have a similar tactic as the Italians – be strong among the ‘Brussels soft 

underbelly’ while the political problems on the top level might overshadow 

the big picture. Romania remains largely a passive EU member despite the 

Black Sea Strategy. Unilateral engagement during the Moldovan crisis has 

shown a certain lack of understanding of what is the European mode of 

crisis-resolution. Slovakia is also passive, but most likely – like Slovenia – 

gains experience of the Euro-group decision-making. Meanwhile, SMER has 

been reinstalled as a PES full member. Each of the three Baltic States is in a 

different situation. Estonia started to impact the European decision-making 

and after 1 Jan 2011 (Euro-zone accession) could be considered an older 

member state: (1) its successful economic convergence is astonishing 

despite the crisis; (2) is member of all European political groupings (in 

2011); and (3) its interests diverge majorly from the rest of the newer 

member states group (except for the EU-Russian relations).6 Latvia is on the 

edge of economic collapse and even if it is presented as an economic role 

model of how to exit from a crisis, only after the fall 2010 elections more can 

be said about its political situation – currently the distrust levels of Latvians 

towards their government is highest in the EU. Lithuania’s new EU strategy 

with excellent leadership of Dalia Grybauskaite is gaining ground. 

Lithuanians decided not to play regionally – like before – and instead look for 

their interest protection directly in Brussels. In Hungary there is a new 

strong mandate for change given to the new government of Viktor Orban, 

but the economic straightjacket does not leave too much room for 

                                                 
6
 See Marin Lessenski, Not Your Grandfather’s Eastern Block. The EU New Members as Agenda Setters in the 

Enlarged European Union, EuPI, Sofia 2009. 
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maneuver. Only time will tell if Mr. Orban is successful in its new domestic 

and external policy, or is consumed by internal problems. 

 

The Visegrad Miracle 

 

Individually none of the states can claim any major success. However, the 

region as a whole has started to impact the European decision-making in fall 

2008. Then, for the first time, the Visegrad cooperation (Czech Republic, 

Hungary, Slovakia and Poland - V4; with other Central Eastern European 

states known as ‘V4 Plus’) has brought results. The issue at stake was the 

energy and climate change package to be agreed upon by the Council. It 

was referred to the European Council, which was could not take decision for 

months. The ambitious French rotating presidency wanted an agreement 

almost at any cost. The French tactic was to single out one country – Poland 

– to find a satisfactory compromise with. Poles took onboard other new 

member states during extraordinary summit in Gdańsk (V4 Plus) ahead of 

the European Council and during the meeting of the European Council a 

compromise was reached to the satisfaction of all – the Presidency and the 

newer member countries. At a final moment of negotiations a year later in 

fall 2009 on the financing of the climate change in the developing countries, 

when a Swedish presidency singled out a few leaders to discuss a final draft 

for adoption – among them only Poles where from the newer member states 

– Donald Tusk is said to have consulted with his Hungarian counterpart 

before accepting the final draft. This situation continues in 2010 – the four 

countries which form the EU negotiating team in the global climate 

negotiations are UK (lead), Poland, Germany and France.7 

 

Earlier that year Hungarians cried for help for the entire region (February 

and March 2009 European Councils), and a special meeting of the newer 

member states’ heads of state and governments had been convened by 

Poles in Brussels ahead of the European Council (March 2009). The meeting 

manifested a disagreement among the group, but also served as a 

                                                 
7
 Piotr Maciej Kaczyński, Beyond the Single Voice: EU Representation in UN Climate Negotiations after Lisbon, 

Warsaw 2010 (forthcoming) 
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reprimand for the Hungarian Prime Minister. When he nevertheless pursued 

and put the proposal to the European Council, the ideas were rejected. 

 

Currently, before every European Council meeting there is a gathering of the 

Visegrad Group, sometimes non-V4 leaders are invited. Those consultations 

do not always lead to conclusions or coalition during negotiations, but they 

serve as a first verification of ideas. If the Group endorses an idea its 

chances in the European Council are much better. If the Group rejects an 

idea, then its chances in the European Council are significantly limited. The 

efficiency of this system was proven… by the criticism of President Sarkozy, 

who said the Group should not meet ahead of the European Councils.8 

 

Smaller & Smarter Member State (SMS) 

 

All EU member countries are small. After all, Germany is the size of Vietnam 

and France and the UK are comparable with Thailand. Yet, within the 

European context, all three European nations are giants. Together with Italy 

and Spain and since 2007 (politically) Poland they compose of what once the 

French President Sarkozy called G-6. Yet, the EU is not ruled by the largest – 

history has proven they are in no position to impose on other member 

countries their will. Many of the smaller nations are highly successful in the 

EU both economically and politically. We can call them “smaller & smarter” 

or “smaller, but smarter” member states. In Western Europe those are 

countries like Belgium, Ireland, Denmark, Sweden, Luxembourg, 

Netherlands and Finland. The newer countries only learn how to become an 

“sms”. How come those smaller nations are successful in defending their 

national interests, promoting its people and views? 

 

There are ways to become an “sms”. First, a country needs to understand 

that there is a structural, institutional ally of all smaller nations in the EU, 

the European Commission. This institution’s primary role is to guard the 

treaties. Universal application of common laws is in everybody’s interest. 

The Commission operates on the basis of inclusiveness of all views. Only 

                                                 
8
 EU Observer, 4 Nov 2009, Sarkozy warns Visegrad countries not to make a habit of pre-summit meetings, 

http://euobserver.com/9/28928.  
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those who do not speak are not heard; if only the larger countries speak – 

only they are taken into account. “Sms” states usually are more active in 

dialoguing with the European Commission than the larger countries, because 

the larger spend much more time negotiating with each other.  

 

Second, closer integration and strengthening of the pan-European 

institutions is beneficiary for smaller nations. This includes the Commission, 

but also the Parliament and the European Court of Justice. For example, a 

weaker Commission means a challenge to the application of European rules 

– when weakened the Commission is more vulnerable for larger member 

countries’ “special” requests. When the Commission is stronger, universal 

application of laws is beneficiary for everybody. 

 

Within the countries, an “sms” country needs to support and seek 

construction of coalitions composed of smaller nations. Collectively they 

constitute a significant power. Together, the three Benelux nations or three 

Nordic countries have more votes than Germany or France. Benelux and 

Nordics together have more powers than the Franco-German duo. But the 

coalitions do not have to be only regional (say, V4) – if larger country like 

Poland formed “a strategic alliance” with Spain on the issue of voting rules in 

the EU Council back in 2004-5, then it should be in newer smaller nations’ 

interest to seek coalitions with other like-minded states even if they are on 

the other side of the Union. 

 

Sometimes, an “sms” country can play the role of intermediary in conflict 

situation of the larger member countries or between one of the larger states 

and the rest of the Union. It is often the case of Belgium which offers a 

platform of middle ground for the French and the Germans; the Dutch help a 

lot when it comes to deadlocks between the French, the Germans and the 

British; while the Irish help the British to come out when cornered. 

 

Another element, which is crucial for all “sms” states, is a strong public 

administration. The national bureaucracies’ effective functioning through 

more informal interlinks between them (less structurised) and excellent 

knowledge of the procedures can be extremely profitable. The problem of 
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many post-communist nations is a relatively weak public administration – 

this deficiency needs to be continuously addressed across the region. 

 

Yet a smaller nation is not a big state. Individually it means little, but 

collectively they can do miracles. In this context, the Polish and potentially 

Romanian positions are particular. Even when Polish government pursues a 

policy of a big country, the country is the smallest and weakest of EU large 

players. If the Polish European policy works, there is a significant risk 

attached to the fact that Poles walk on a thin rope. It is a classical big 

member state risk of alienating smaller member states, especially the fellow 

newer member countries. But in the Polish case the costs of ‘loosing allies’ 

would be very high: it is the smallest of the big and one of the poorest in the 

Union with economy of the size of the Netherlands and remains outside of 

the Euro-zone. So far it has been successful only because Poles were able to 

complement their deficiencies within larger coalitions or smaller nations. 

 

Conclusions 

 

The Newer Member States do not form a coherent group, nor should they 

seek coalitions exclusively among themselves. Their interests are very 

different; from ultra-liberal economic and e-policies of Estonia (and limited 

support of this country for the Common Agriculture Policy) to the 

conservative policies of states on the edge of a state capture like Bulgaria. 

With the two enlargements of 2004 and 2007, the Union grew by 80% and 

added 103 million new EU citizens. Once in the EU, each new member state 

policy was a combination of a pre-accession attitude of a second-class 

member, a wish to be like any other older member sate and a rare attempt 

to contribute constructively to the Union policies. After accession, a new 

“malaise” spread out across the region. Many of the governments flirted with 

populism and even nationalism; were also subject of many controversies.  

 

Partial answers to those problems are numerous. For one, there is a void in 

those countries’ foreign policies after accession. The process of 

“Europeanisation” is not as fast as many would hope for. Additionally, six out 

of 12 newer members became independent only after 1989. Hence, their 

transformational efforts link the socio-economic transformation with the 
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efforts of nation-building. The globalization processes also contribute to the 

challenge, as the EU integration is at the same time a proof of and an 

answer to globalization – but in many cases it contributes to the crisis of 

identity. 

 

However, there is room for optimism for the raising influence of the newer 

member states in the EU. First, the learning process does take place, and 

the newer countries know more about how to play their part in the Union. 

Second, the boundaries between the older and the newer countries are less 

and less visible. By 2014, when the next big political decisions are to be 

taken, some of the newer countries – ten years after accession – will have 

higher economic indicators than some of the older member states. Maybe 

then we will cease talking about the newer member states? 


